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ABSTRACT
The ramping up use of network connected devices is providing
hackers more incentives and opportunities to design and spread
new security threats. Usually, malware analysts employ a mix of
automated tools and human expertise to study the behavior of sus-
picious binaries and design suitable countermeasures. The analysis
techniques adopted by automated tools include symbolic execution.
Symbolic execution envisages the exploration of all the possible ex-
ecution paths of the binary without neither concretizing the values
of the variables nor dynamically executing the code (i.e., the binary
is analyzed statically). Instead, all the values are represented symbol-
ically. Progressing in the code exploration, constraints on symbolic
variables are built and system calls tracked. A satisfiability-modulo-
theory (SMT) checker is in charge of verifying the satisfiability
of the collected symbolic constraints and thus the validity of an
execution path. Unfortunately, while widely considered promising,
this approach suffers from high resource consumption. Therefore,
optimizing the constraint solver and tuning the features controlling
symbolic execution is of fundamental importance to effectively
adopting the technique. In this article, we identify the metrics char-
acterizing the quality of binary signatures expressed as system
call dependency graphs extracted from a malware database. Then,
we pinpoint some optimizations allowing to extract better binary
signatures and thus to outperform the vanilla version of symbolic
analysis tools in terms of malware classification and exploitation
of the available resources.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→Malware and its mitigation; • Gen-
eral and reference → Empirical studies; Evaluation; • Soft-
ware and its engineering→ Constraint and logic languages;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the intrinsic vulnerability of software, security threats for
network connected devices are common news. Also, carelessness
and lack of user education allow an easy diffusion of malicious
software (malware), faster than the ability of security analysts to
study threats and provide countermeasures. Nowadays security
analysts, even if supported by analysis tools, still need to strongly
rely on their experience and ability to manually analyze malware.
Therefore, enhancing the capabilities of automated tools assumes a
central role in dealing with novel software threats.

The analysis of malware behavior is usually divided in dynamic
and static. In dynamic analysis [26] malware are executed in an iso-
lated and virtualized environment to understand how they interact
with the operating system [52]. Unfortunately, the report gener-
ated by observing malware actions is dependent upon the context
emulated by the virtualized environment. This scenario leads to
two drawbacks: it is not always possible to know the contextual
conditions triggering malicious behavior, and techniques to hinder
dynamic analysis such as sandbox detection are a common practice
nowadays [12]. Static techniques [5] instead perform the analysis of
possible execution paths by exploring the code without executing
it on a real machine and thus conceivably providing a wider knowl-
edge of the malware’s behavior. One of the hurdles of static analysis
lies in the absence of the malware source code, requiring the use of
a disassembler. The action of the disassembler can thus be hindered
by the malware with the use of obfuscation techniques [6, 33] such
as virtualization [18, 19, 46, 50], Just-In-Time compilation [9, 18, 60],
polymorphism [8, 39, 54] and packing [31, 36, 58].

Static code analysis based on the assembly-like code extracted by
the disassembler can be performed concretely or symbolically. In the
concrete analysis, the execution trace over the disassembled code is
steered by a provided input. The ability to explore the behavior of
the binary is thus limited by the chosen input. Therefore, it could
potentially never explore the whole Control Flow Graph (CFG) (i.e.,
the graph representing the set of all traversable paths during the
program’s execution) and thus never unveil a potentially malicious
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behavior. To overcome this limitation, symbolic execution traverses
the code considering symbolic input variables in place of concrete
ones. In this way, all the possible execution paths are taken into
account and the CFG can be potentially fully explored. To achieve
such a goal, at each execution step all the constraints added to the
symbolic variables during the symbolic execution must be con-
sidered. In case of execution branches such as conditional jumps
(e.g., if, while or for statements) the whole program state is repli-
cated for each new branch and the corresponding jump conditions
are added to the symbolic variables in the form of constraints. It
is thus crucial to efficiently verify the feasibility of the collected
constrained expressions to determine whether a given execution
path is feasible or not, i.e corresponds to a trace that can actually
be executed. These Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) decision
problems are solved with the aid of a theorem prover such as the
Microsoft Research’s z3 [22]. We refer the interested reader to [5]
for an exhaustive survey on symbolic execution techniques. It is
worth to point out that malware analysts employ a mix of tools
during their analysis since, given complexity and heterogeneity of
the current malware families, no “silver bullet” exists.

To perform its malicious actions, malware interact with their
host system through System Calls (SCs) [2]. SCs represent the way in
which a software requests any service to the kernel of the operating
system. The available services span from process, memory, and files
management, to device and network handling. The System Call De-
pendency Graph (SCDG) built from the logical dependency of such
SCs (i.e., the information flow propagated through these SCs), origi-
nally proposed in [17, 27], has been proved [13, 34, 47] to be a good
data structure to represent a behavioral signature of a malware sam-
ple, and thus to classify malware from cleanware. E.g., [10] detects
with a high accuracy binary samples of the Mirai malware [3]; Dam
and Touili [20] outperformed widely-used anti-viruses by detecting
malware samples that were otherwise unidentified; and Dimjaše-
vić et al. [24] used system call dependencies extracted through a
dynamic sandboxed execution to detect Android malware. Unfor-
tunately, even a trivial obfuscation technique could request a high
number of irrelevant SCs (e.g., just by opening and closing files in
a loop, adding spurious calls or changing the order of independent
calls) with the aim of producing a different graph. For this reason,
building effective SCDGs for malware classification is not an easy
task, requiring care both in malware sample exploration and in
graph construction and classification.

Contributions. The goal of this paper is to discover the properties
defining good binary signatures based on SCDGs and to determine
how to extract such signatures efficiently using symbolic execution.
The contributions of the paper are:

• identify quality characteristics and evaluation metrics of bi-
nary signatures based on SCDGs (and consequently the key
properties of the execution traces), that characterize signa-
tures able to provide high-precision malware classification;

• study the impact of the configuration of the SMT solver and
symbolic execution framework, and understand their inter-
dependencies with the aim of efficiently extracting SCDGs
in accordance with the identified quality metrics.

A design of experiments approach allowed to infer how heuristics
adopted during both the symbolic execution and SCDG building

Figure 1: Ourworkflow to efficiently extract SCDG-based sig-
natures through symbolic execution.

processes affect the quality of the malware classification. The eval-
uation, over a dataset of 225 malware and cleanware, proves our
ability to extract effective binary signatures.

Our approach is summarized by the workflow represented in
Figure 1. Symbolic executions have been performed over a dataset
composed by malware and cleanware, extracting execution traces.
Such traces constituted the input information to built the SCDGs,
which have later been mined by the gSpan [59] common subgraph
algorithm to build binary signatures. Then, the quality of the sig-
natures has been evaluated according to their ability to discern
malware from cleanware, and to classify malware according to
their family. Successively, we explored heuristics of the SMT solver
(extracting symbolic constrained expressions in SMT-LIB v2 format,
Section 4) and the symbolic execution framework itself. Finally,
efficacy of the heuristics, their interactions and the graph metrics
characterizing good extractions have been evaluated (see Section 6).

Both learning and evaluation processes have been carried out
through a 5-fold cross-validation to reduce the chance of overfitting.
As a general reference to the statistical concepts used hereinafter
we refer to [1]. Experiments have been performed on a cluster con-
stituted by 12 machines having four Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2660
v4 @ 2.00 GHz with 132 GB of RAM each, running Ubuntu 16.04
LTS (xenial, kernel version: 4.4.0-21-generic), Python 2.7.14, Angr
build 7.8.8.1 and z3 4.5.1.0.post2. The binary dataset is composed
by a total of 225 samples, i.e., 25 cleanware and 25 binaries for
each of 8 malware families (namely, couponmarvel, gamemodding,
installbrain, multiplug, jeefo, detroie, mira and addrop) belonging
to various malware types (according to the anti-viruses aggregator
VirusTotal) such as: trojan, adware, PUP (Potentially Unwanted
Program), downloader and virus.

Paper Structure. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
SCDGs building heuristics, graph metrics and performance indica-
tors for a SCDG-based malware classifier are described in Section 2.
Section 3 provides a general introduction on the binary analysis
framework Angr [45] considered in our experiments, highlights
limitations of symbolic analysis, and how to address them. Details
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on the use of the SMT solver in Angr and how we improved its per-
formance for malware analysis are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
presents our experimental methodology whereas results, analysis,
threats to validity and discussion over the conducted experimental
campaign to understand the impact of the features controlling the
symbolic execution are introduced in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper providing some final remarks and outlining
possible future research efforts.

2 MALWARE CLASSIFICATION VIA SCDG
As discussed in Section 1, SCDGs have been proved as a good ap-
proach to build binary behavioral signatures. Thanks to a common
subgraph mining algorithm such as gSpan [59], it is possible to
evaluate the similarity among the SCDG representing the behavior
of a new sample and ones in the training set. SCDGs built from the
binaries in the training set constitute the samples of the supervised
learning phase of the classifier i.e., graphs are labeled as extracted
from malware or cleanware. Intuitively, an SCDG has high quality
from the malware classification point of view if using it leads to
high-detection, low-false-positive malware classification.

In this section, we describe different heuristics to build SCDGs
from execution traces obtained by the symbolic analysis and briefly
mention some of the graph metrics later sifted through as possible
indicators of graph quality (see Section 6). Then, we present how the
SCDG-based malware classification works and how the classifier is
evaluated.

2.1 SCDG Building Heuristics
Execution traces consist of sequences of system calls alongside their
address and arguments. Address, order of execution and arguments
allow one to understand the relations between the calls and thus to
build a directed graph. In SCDGs, vertices represent the requested
system calls and edges the information flows between them (i.e.,
one of the input or output arguments of a call is the input of another
call). Labeled vertices allow one to identify the service requested to
the operating system. In case of unrelated calls to the same service,
different vertices are created. Since not all the system calls are
related, from each execution trace a graph with several connected
components is built.

Moreover, since symbolic execution considers all the possible
paths of a given binary, several execution traces could be generated
corresponding to the conditional branches that have been evaluated
satisfiable by the SMT solver. For efficiency reasons, before actually
building the SCDGs, all the traces constituting the prefix of another
one are discarded. Finally, gSpan is used to find common subgraphs
(see Section 2.2), as proposed by Palahan et al. [38].

From the execution traces, SCDGs could be built in different
ways. In particular, we consider three parametric heuristics:

• merge-calls: whether system calls having same name and
address must be merged or not

• disjoint union / traces-merge: whether the different graphs
built from the same binary must be considered in a disjoint
union or a single graph must be obtained merging the traces
having a common prefix (similarly to the system call depen-
dency trees proposed in [35])

• min-trace-size: does a minimum number of calls have to be
present in a trace for it to be valid i.e., shorter traces are
discarded.

Based on how these parameters are instantiated, different SCDGs
could possibly be obtained from the same set of traces. By providing
different sets of SCDGs in input to the graph mining phase (as de-
scribed in Section 2.2), various classifiers could be built. According
to our past experience and by observing the length of the extracted
traces, we tested the min-trace-size instantiated to: 0 (i.e., do not
place any restriction) and 10 (see Section 5 and 6).

Heuristics used by the symbolic execution framework affect quality
and quantity of the collected information (contained in the traces),
whereas the SCDG building and mining processes determine how to
use such information to build a behavioral signature.

From the set of graphs built from each binary the following
metrics have been computed: number of unique calls (i.e., calls
to the same system call from the same address of the binary ad-
dress space), number of edges, number of nodes, max size of the
weakly connected component (i.e., maximal subgraph in a directed
graph for which it exists a path between each couple of nodes),
number of weakly connected component, graph density (defined as:

#edдes
#ver tex ·(#ver tex−1) ), and number of unique edges (i.e., information
flow having same source, destination and arguments).

2.2 SCDG Classification and Evaluation
Given a set of graphs and a minimum support threshold (i.e., the
minimum percentage of graphs in the dataset containing a given
subgraph to consider the graph relevant), the gSpan mining algo-
rithm finds all the common subgraphs between the graphs in the set.
Having SCDGs labeled as extracted by malware or cleanware, as a
matter of fact, malware semantic signatures are composed by the
n largest sub-graphs in the set of SCDGs extracted from malware
binaries. In the interest of time, in our experiments we considered
only the largest sub-graph (i.e., n = 1).

To classify a new binary sample by its SCDG(s), gSpan is called
to find subgraphs that were present in the signatures of the learn-
ing dataset. The similarity metric between two graphs is defined
considering the percentage of the number of edges in the malware
semantic signature included in the SCDG of the new sample to
classify (hereinafter similarity threshold).

For a binary classifier (i.e., discerning malware from cleanware in
our context), it is possible to derive several metrics: (i) recall (some-
times referred also as sensitivity) as the number of correct positive
classifications over the total number of positive cases, (ii) precision
as true positives over all the positive results returned by the classi-
fier, and (iii) accuracy (or trueness) as rate of correct classifications
over the total number of samples. A simple but effective metric to
measure the accuracy of a binary classification is represented by the
F-score (also referred as F1-score). It is computed as the harmonic
mean of precision and recall: 2 · precision ·r ecall

precision+r ecall . By construction,
the closer to 1 is the F-score the better it is. Since in our context
we are also interested in classifying the malware sample’s family,
we adopted the micro-average F-score which foresees the count of
correct and wrong classifications (true positives, false positives, and
false negatives) for each class independently before appropriately
summing them up for computing precision and recall.
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3 SYMBOLIC EXECUTIONWITH ANGR
In this section Angr [45], the binary analysis framework adopted
in our experiments, is introduced with the purpose of illustrating
how symbolic execution works in practice and the central role
covered by the SMT solver (z3 in the case of Angr). Moreover
some limitations and challenges (and possible countermeasures) of
symbolic execution are mentioned.

3.1 From Binaries to Symbolic Execution
Malware often spreads in the form of executable files. In case of
static symbolic analysis, the first step performed by the security
analysts concerns the recovery of the corresponding assembly-like
instructions by means of disassembler tools on which the static
symbolic code execution is performed. Angr is a Python frame-
work that allows one to perform both disassembly and symbolic
execution. In more detail, its main modules are:

• CLE: is in charge of loading a binary alongside any dependent
library, and mapping these to a single program’s memory
space;

• Capstone: is a multi-architecture disassembler, thus trans-
forms the binary into the corresponding assembly code;

• VEX: provides an Intermediate Representation (IR) of the as-
sembly code abstracting away differences among architec-
tures (e.g., ARM, AMD64, x86) in terms of registry name,
memory access, segmentation, etc.

• Claripy: is an interface to the SMT solver z3;
• Execution Engine: performs the static execution (concrete
or symbolic) over the VEX IR by calling Claripy for each
operation involving new constraints over symbolic variables.

In this work, we are mainly focused on three components: the VEX
IR, the SMT solver wrapper Claripy, and the Execution Engine. It
is worth remarking that the execution is not on the source code
specified in a high-level programming language (since it can not be
easily reconstructed from the binary) but on the VEX IR where each
variable, constant or registry is represented as a bitvector (vector of
bits).

The applicability of the symbolic analysis of Angr in analyzing
real threat has been proved e.g. in [4] while studying the behav-
ior of a remote access trojan. Even if in this work we used Angr
and performed an in-depth experimental evaluation of its heuris-
tics, other symbolic execution frameworks such as Mayhem [14],
S2E [16] and Triton [42] provide similar heuristics or, in case of lack
of the corresponding heuristic, application programming interfaces
to integrate it.

3.2 Calling the SMT Solver
During symbolic executions, new constraints over symbolic vari-
ables are potentially added at each step of the execution and in
particular in the case of conditional jumps on the VEX IR code. As a
matter of fact, these cases require the clone of the current state for
each branch of the execution. For efficiency reasons, it is worth un-
derstanding if all of the execution traces from these new branches
are really feasible or not according to the past execution. Contin-
uing the execution towards a path that is unfeasible based on the
collected constraints is a waste of both time and memory resources.
To avoid this, the Execution Engine calls the SMT solver and prunes

any potential unfeasible execution path. The z3 solver answers to
SMT decision problems with sat, unsat or unknown. The first two
answers clearly mean that the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
has solution (satisfiable) or not (unsatisfiable), whereas unknown
means that the solver is not able to find a solution e.g., because
the problem is too hard to be solved with a given algorithm and a
timeout has been reached.

In particular, the constraint solver is called through Claripy in
the following functions:

• satisfiable(): checks if the constraints assigned to the current
state are satisfiable or not

• batch_eval(): evaluates a list of constrained expressions and
provides solutions that satisfy them jointly

• min() / max(): respectively minimum and maximum value
compatible with the constraints on a symbolic expression

• is_false() / is_true(): return a boolean corresponding to the
feasibility of a given expression

• simplify(): tries to simplify a constrained expression in a way
that could make subsequent satisfiability check easier.

3.3 Limitations of Symbolic Execution
As highlighted in the introduction (Section 1), the symbolic execu-
tion is a very powerful tool to understand the behavior of a binary.
However, it is worth to mention also some of its limitations such
as:

• interaction with the environment: in case of system calls or
external (dynamic) libraries, appropriate models need to be
defined because the binary does not contain them.

• loops: are a critical point since, as already discussed, for each
conditional branch the state must be cloned and the execu-
tion trace split in two. Loops thus exacerbate the consumed
resources. Detecting the loop and stopping to unwind it upon
reaching a given threshold could constitute a feasible coun-
termeasure. In such a case the loop exploration will be halted
(stashing the corresponding state) and priority will be given
to the other active states. We propose and evaluate a novel
computationally lightweight loop detection for conditional
jumps spawning new execution branches in Section 6.

• memory consumption and state space explosion: both are
related to the functioning of the symbolic execution itself
where, unlike in concrete executions, the least amount of
assumptions are done. In case of such problems, other than
trying to optimize the SMT solver (like in this paper) the
sole possible approach is to pour all the additional knowl-
edge available for the binary under analysis. This could be
acquired through a disassembler [25, 40]. E.g., restriction
on the bits for the variables in input could be represented
as additional constraints to the symbolic variables. Another
viable strategy is concolic execution (a crasis of concrete
and symbolic) where symbolic variables are used only when
strictly needed and concrete values are assigned to the oth-
ers [44, 56].

It is worth noting that in general symbolic execution faces an
accuracy/performance trade-off. More resources potentially lead to
better code exploration. The optimization to the core components
of the symbolic execution (e.g., the SMT solver and the exploration
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Table 1: Composition of our benchmark of SMT expressions
extracted through symbolic executions (having a timeout of
2 mins per binary).

Dataset:
Malware + Cleanware

# of binaries 906
extraction from simplify() 54460
extraction from satisfiable() 103881
extraction from batch_eval() 47585
extraction from max() 177439
extraction from min() 112712

heuristics, exploited respectively in Section 4 and 5) has thus the
effect of reducing the resources consumption with benefits reflected
in the whole binary analysis process.

4 SMT SOLVER OPTIMIZATION
Angr’s solver engine Claripy provides an interface with the backend
SMT solver. Currently the sole supported solver is z3 [22] but other
solvers can be supported by writing an appropriate backend.

Our approach to optimize the SMT solver performing symbolic
execution for malware analysis is depicted in the tuning block of
Figure 1. First, a benchmark of SMT expressions extracted from
symbolic executions of binaries (both malware and cleanware) has
been built. Then the different simplification / solver strategies pro-
vided by the z3 (see the following Section 4.1) have been evaluated
on them, identifying the most promising heuristics (see Section 4.2).
Finally, Angr has been engineered to use the appropriate heuristic
for each call to z3. The performance evaluation of this customized
version of Angr is presented and discussed in Section 6.

To avoid any potential overfitting of z3 with the characteristics of
the dataset used in the evaluation (see Section 1), herewe considered
a larger datasets constructed with samples not included in the
former.

The extracted expressions are formatted according to the SMT-
LIB v2 format [7]. This format aims at promoting a common input
and output language for SMT solvers in order to ease the exchange
of benchmarks among the research community. The z3 heuristics
have been evaluated over this benchmark considering both per-
formance (i.e., execution time) and accuracy (i.e., number of sat /
unsat answers instead of unknown).

A summary of the composition of our benchmark built extract-
ing SMT expressions from the symbolic execution of binaries is
presented in Table 1.

4.1 Tuning the Z3 Solver
The z3 solver is equipped with a few hundred parameters grouped
in modules. These parameters include both Boolean and numeric
parameters (there are also some string parameters corresponding to
predefined option sets). The purpose of such parameters is to tune
z3 with the aim of speeding up the evaluation of the constraints in
case of any a-priori knowledge of its features.

By using the more than 300 available parameters, the Microsoft
Research team working on z3 has identified about 100 known prob-
lems and designed optimized approaches (tactics in the z3 jargon) to
tackle them. E.g., there are built-in tactics for closed quantifier-free
formulas over the theory of fixed-size bitvectors (QF_BV), non-linear
integer arithmetic with uninterpreted sort and function symbols
(UFNIA) or closed linear formulas over linear integer arithmetic
(LIA). In general, even knowing the class of problems to which an
expression belongs to and having a tactic tailored for that, no bene-
fit is certain. As a matter of fact, tactics are just heuristic strategies.
Their approach in solving the constraints associated to the SMT ex-
pression is not guaranteed to be optimal in terms of computational
time or ability to find a solution.

Such heuristics tend to be highly tuned for known classes of
problems but generally perform badly for new classes [23]. Brand
new tactics can be easily defined from scratch considering the avail-
able parameters. Tactics can even be combined in several ways. A
total of eight combinators of tactics (tacticals [23]) are available. The
bottom-line idea is to apply the provided list of tactics in: sequence,
parallel or alternative in case of failure of the previous ones on the
list. E.g., to simplify the constraints, Angr uses a customized tactic
constituted by the sequential application of five tactics provided
by z3 (i.e., simplify, propagate-ineqs, propagate-values,
unit-subsume-simplify and aig). These respectively correspond
to: simplification, removal of the inequalities, constant propagation
and simplification of set of clauses including a unit clause (i.e., the
one composed by a single boolean literal).

If no tactic is provided (named NO.TACTIC hereinafter), the z3
solver will try to infer the logic to which the expression belongs to
(using probes) and to apply the corresponding tactic (if available).
Otherwise, the smt tactic is executed 1.

Previous works have considered the optimization of the solver
for a specific class of formulas e.g., quantified bitvector [53] or linear
integer / real arithmetics [28]. Instead, in our work we have not
any a-priori knowledge about the expressions generated during the
symbolic execution and the different interactions with the solver
(see Section 3.2). We just expected that, even if the different binaries
would have shown a quite heterogeneous set of SMT expressions,
their logic would have been generally traced back to the presence
of bitvectors.

4.2 Expressions evaluation with z3
We built a benchmark constituted by all the SMT expressions pro-
duced by analyzing with Angr a dataset constituted by both mal-
ware and cleanware (see Section 4). The performance of all the
z3 built-in tactics (plus NO.TACTIC) in solving the benchmark has
been evaluated. For some of such heuristics, the time required to
solve some expressions was prohibitive, up to several hours without
finding a definitive answer. Therefore, from our past experience
considering a reasonable time to analyze a single binary and the
number of calls to the solver, a timeout of one minute for solving
each expression has been adopted before forcing the heuristic to
give up, answering unknown.

1The z3 source code in case no tactic is provided is available online at https://github.
com/Z3Prover/z3/blob/master/src/tactic/portfolio/default_tactic.cpp.

https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/blob/master/src/tactic/portfolio/default_tactic.cpp
https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/blob/master/src/tactic/portfolio/default_tactic.cpp
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Since Angr is developed in Python, evaluating the performance
of tactics, among the several available bindings for various program-
ming languages the z3py interface has been used. The evaluation
of each heuristic against each SMT expression has been repeated
30 times measuring the execution time through the timeit Python
module. To remove the dependency from any contingent spuri-
ous background process, mean and standard deviation have been
considered in the following comparisons.

Angr’s binary analysis platform faces a trade-off between re-
sources consumption (in terms of both CPU time and memory)
and ability to get a definitive answer about the satisfiability of a
given SMT expression built during the symbolic analysis of VEX
IR code. Having a resource budget, the more resources are spent
by the solver on a given expression, the less will be left to further
explore the binary. On the other hand, generally, more resources
are required by the tactics able to provide a conclusive answer (i.e.,
sat or unsat) on the satisfiability check of an expression. In this
latter case, the advantage lies in the ability of pruning an unreach-
able execution path found by the symbolic analysis and in general
steering the binary exploration towards more interesting portions
of the code. Therefore, the solver, instrumented with a tactic having
a greater accuracy (i.e., able to provide more definitive answers),
will pay back for the higher resource cost only after the satisfiability
check of an expression has been concluded. If the solver exceeds the
resource budget, Angr execution is halted. Two metrics have been
considered in evaluating the effectiveness of a tactic: execution
time and ability to successfully perform a satisfiability check. As
baseline tactic, we have considered the NO.TACTIC. A summary of
the performance of the selected tactics over the benchmark of SMT
expressions is presented in Table 2.

Since heuristic proof strategies are rarely "one size fits all" [23] in
the remain of this section, to motivate the use of a parallel tactical
with the selected tactics, through scatter plots we compare the
default tactic versus the chosen one for each call of Claripy to z3.

The best tactic on the expressions extracted from simplify() is
the qfufbv_ackr. This tactic corresponds to the use of Quantified
Free formulas (QF) over bitvectors (BV) with uninterpreted sort
function (UF) and symbols solved with Ackermanization (i.e., re-
placing all the applications of UFs with fresh variables and adding
constraints to enforce the functional consistency). Figure 2a com-
pares NO.TACTIC and qfufbv_ackr on the execution time to solve
the SMT expressions from simplify() in the benchmark. It is pos-
sible to note that with the exception of a very few binaries the
benefit of using the qfufbv_ackr in place of the default tactic is
clear.

Considering instead the expressions from batch_eval() the use
of the qflra (QF linear real arithmetic i.e., Boolean combinations
of linear polynomials over real variables) in place of the NO.TACTIC
has a clear benefit over all the binaries but a very few (see Figure 2c).

Instead, as reported in the scatter plot in Figure 2b, none of the
tactics proved to be consistently faster than the default one for the
satisfiable() call (see the green line obtained by a simple linear
interpolation model).

max() and min() account for most of the time spent by the
solver (see the first row in Table 2). Selecting the right tactic, re-
spectively qfidl (Boolean combinations of inequality constituted
by differences between integers variables and constants) and smt

(Boolean SAT-based SMT solver), the default configuration could
be over-performed for all the binaries as shown in the scatter plots
in Figure 2d and 2e.

It is worth to note that a tactic could fail to establish if a formula
is satisfiable or not (e.g., if the formula uses integers whereas the
tactic works and finds a solution over reals). Since a solution is
found the exception is not thrown and such a tactic becomes the
one to decide the outcome of the tactical and that the goal can not
be reduced further even if it has returned as sub-goal the original
one. In this case the trick consists in combining with an And-Then
and fail tactic to signal a failure in case non-true or non-false
subgoals are created. This trick has been used by us in case of the
solve-eqs tactic when, thanks to a tactical, it has been combined
with the others selected.

5 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In this section the considered symbolic execution heuristics and
our experimental method are described.

5.1 Symbolic Execution Heuristics
To limit resource consumption, a set of parameters is usually avail-
able in every symbolic execution tool:

• timeout: maximum time allowed to complete the symbolic
execution.

• memory: maximum RAM that can be used. This is generally
a hard constraint during symbolic execution bounded by
the available resources, but it could constitute an useful
tunable parameter in the case in which more Angr instances
are run in parallel to analyze different binaries. Nowadays,
considering that symbolic execution frameworks are usually
single-threaded, many server machines will perceive first a
limitation in terms of RAM than in CPU cores.

• loop threshold: limits the number of times the same mem-
ory address could be visited before stopping the execution
of such a trace and stashing the state. If no other state is
available and the timeout has not been reached, these states
are resumed at a later time.

In our experiments these parameters have been set up respectively
to: timeout of 1 hour, memory limit of 10 GB and no loop threshold.

There are also several heuristics that could be used to get rid of
the inner limitations of the symbolic execution discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3. In this experimental study, the heuristics under evaluation
are:

• step timeout: maximum time to compute a step of the
symbolic execution. This mainly corresponds to the time
consumed by the SMT solver.

• branching loop threshold: a lightweight heuristic to iden-
tify the presence of symbolic loops and provide the possibil-
ity of stopping unrolling such loops. The difference from the
above mentioned loop-threshold lies in the fact that the latter
considers only if a given address is visited again but, having
concrete variables, the execution trace is still unique. Instead,
conditional jumps involving symbolic variables could pos-
sibly spawn new execution traces and need to call the SMT
solver to check if both the branches of a conditional jumps
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Table 2: Results of the selected z3 tactics over our benchmark of extracted SMT expressions. The performance of the best tactic
for each Claripy call is in bold.

simplify() satisfiable() batch_eval() max() min()
Tactic # solved Exec. time
NO.TACTIC 54460 694.22812 103881 765.75330 47585 603.7525 177439 1764.67108 112712 1087.35926
qfufbv_ackr 54460 386.65576 103881 1139.12232 47585 449.5783 177439 1203.88404 112712 478.72028
solve-eqs - - 25136 20.14145 - - - - - -
qfnra-nlsat 642 90.17725 93194 78.75564 4783 196.3956 26419 189.45631 37930 199.52513
qfnra 642 4415.16436 93194 160.87066 4783 287.8888 26419 324.62751 37930 305.77329
qfidl 54460 3977.16036 103881 671.98977 47585 318.2233 177439 697.96655 112712 350.42974
qflra 54460 3968.18507 103881 2653.76949 47585 279.9188 177439 619.84178 112712 295.73773
qfauflia 54460 3954.05094 103881 1091.53502 47585 296.3621 177439 605.63197 112712 295.56502
smt 54460 3983.59492 103881 2645.59894 47585 284.2394 177439 610.80981 112712 292.04155
Tot expressions 54460 103881 47585 177439 112712

(a) simplify() - qfufbv_ackr (b) satisfiable() - qfidl (c) batch_eval() - qflra

(d) max() - qfauflia (e) min() - smt

Figure 2: Execution time (in seconds) for solving the expressions in the benchmark. Each data point represents the total
execution time for all the expressions from the corresponding Claripy function in a given binary. On the x-axis the NO.TACTIC,
on the y-axis the selected tactic. The diagonal line represents the scenario in which both the tactic have the same execution
time. The dashed line in light green represents instead a simple linear interpolation model for the correlation. Having the
default tactic on the x-axis, if the green line is below the diagonal, the customized tactic outperforms the default one in terms
of execution time.
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are actually feasible or not. Several sophisticated loop un-
rolling strategies proposed in literature aim at performing
an informed guess on when no useful information could be
extracted from the loop such as the Loop-Extended Symbolic
Execution (LESE) [43], the Read-Write set (RWset) [11] and
the bit-precise symbolic loop mapping [55]. LESE [43] intro-
duces symbolic variables counting the number of times each
loop is executed and then links these variables with features
of a known input grammar such as variable-length or repeat-
ing fields. When new execution paths are generated in pres-
ence of execution branches, RWset [11] tracks the memory
locations read and written by the checked code to determine
if the reminder of a trace can explore new behaviors and
prunes it otherwise. Instead, the trace-based approach pro-
posed in the bit-precise symbolic loop mapping [55] aims at
identify the semantics of possible cryptographic algorithms
used in obfuscated binary code. Differently from these tech-
niques, our approach is much less computational demanding
even though it is a pure heuristic counting only the number
of visits to the same address from which a new execution
trace has been spawned. Furthermore, other approaches con-
sider to solve symbolic loops through the use of concolic
execution [21] i.e., arbitrarily concertizing some of the vari-
ables.

• max active paths: a limit on the number of paths symboli-
cally executed simultaneously. By default, at each execution
step Angr considers all paths that are not finished yet, thus
exploring the binary with a breadth-first search (BFS) strat-
egy. If the limit is set, only a few paths are executed while all
the rest are waiting in a queue. Thus, the binary is explored
more in depth and potentially the memory consumption is
reduced.

5.2 Methodology
To assess the classifier’s ability in generalizing the predicted class
(i.e., either cleanware, or malware including which malware family)
for binary samples we used cross-validation. This technique allows
to reduce dependency from the dataset used during the learning
phase and thus to avoid overfitting. In particular, we considered k-
fold cross validation. The approach foresees the random partition of
the original dataset ink datasets of equal size, wherek−1 of them are
used for learning and the remaining one for validation. The process
is repeated k times, every time changing the validation subset (so
that all the samples are used for both learning and validation), and
results are averaged. In our experiments k has been set to 5.

Our experiments aim at: (i) pinpointing the graph metrics corre-
sponding to better SCDGs for malware classification; (ii) explaining
how heuristics affect the quality of the traces extracted by means of
symbolic execution and the graph building process. In this section,
ourDesign Of Experiments (DOE) is described. As response variables
we considered the micro-average F-score for the malware families,
and the F1 score for the binary classifier (see Section 2.2).

For the input variables we used a full factorial design in which
factors correspond to the graph building heuristics (see Section 2.1),
the symbolic execution heuristics (Section 5.1) and the customized
set of z3 tactics identified in Section 4.2. For each factor we have

Table 3: Levels for each factor of the graph building and sym-
bolic execution heuristics

Factor Levels

gr
ap
h merge-calls True, False

disjoint union / traces-merge disjoint, merge
min-trace-size 0, 10

ex
ec
ut
io
n step timeout 8, +∞

branching loop threshold 4, +∞
max-active-paths 8, +∞
z3 tactics default, optimized

considered two levels according to our past experience. Levels for
each factor are summarized in Table 3. Experimental units were
thus constituted by all the possible combinations of the two levels
of each factor. Even if such a design of experiments allows one to
pinpoint how the response variable is influenced by each factor
and by the interactions between the latter, it is worth to take into
account that the number of experimental units grows as two to the
power of the number of factors (128 units in our case).

Results of our comparative experiments are analyzed considering
the correlations between each possible pair of variables (i.e., graph
metrics, heuristics and response variables) and according to the
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). In particular, the latter approach
allowed one to discover the way in which the variance exhibited
by a dependent variables (F-score by malware family in our case)
could be due to variations of independent variables.

6 RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we first consider the correlation between heuristics,
SCDGs and quality of the malware classifier (Section 6.1) and then
evaluate the interactions between heuristics and their impact to
the classifier (Section 6.2).

During our experimental campaign, the best classifier scored
an F-score by malware family of 0.955 and F-score for the binary
classifier of 0.970 (with a similarity threshold for gSpan of 0.7). At
the best of our knowledge, only few recent works have tried to
classify PE malware (Windows) by their family and none of them
achieved such a high quality of the classifier and none was using the
symbolic execution. By extracting static features (i.e., textual and
binary patterns) with YARA 2, Sun et al. [48] achieved an F1 score
of 0.936 with a random forest classifier (RF) over a dataset of 2798
malware belonging to 12 families. Still using a RF but extracting
behavioral traces through a concrete execution within the Cuckoo
sandbox 3, Hansen et al. [29] achieved an F-score of 0.864 on a
dataset of 31295 malware samples from 5 families. Thanks to a RF
fed with a mix of static and dynamic features obtained by executing
and monitoring the execution of 2939 binaries from 17 families with
the HookMe tool [51] (similarly to Cuckoo, a virtual environment
allowing one to hook system services and extracting traces), Islam
et al. [30] achieved an accuracy of 0.97 (misclassification are not

2https://github.com/seqan/seqan/tree/master/apps/yara
3http://www.cuckoosandbox.org/

https://github.com/seqan/seqan/tree/master/apps/yara
http://www.cuckoosandbox.org/
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Figure 3: Correlation matrix (p-value < 0.01) for the graph
building and symbolic execution heuristics, graph metrics
and performance of the classifier (some correlations have
been removed from the plot for the sake of clarity).

reported making impossible to compute the F-score, that it is lower
by construction).

6.1 Correlation between Heuristics, SCDGs and
Classification

The correlation between each possible pair of graph building and
symbolic execution heuristics, SCDGs metrics and the quality met-
rics of the classifier (F-scores, accuracy and precision) are repre-
sented in Figure 3. For the graph metrics described in Section 2.1 we
computed some summary statistics (total, mean, standard deviation,
min, quartiles Q1, Q2, Q3 and max). Evaluating the correlations we
considered only the ones having significance level of at least 0.01.
Size and color intensity of the circles represent how strong the
correlation is (if any) between the pair of parameters indicated on
the border of the matrix.

The F-score by malware family is negatively correlated to the
presence of many unique edges and nodes. Moreover, it is negatively
correlated to long learning times. This last observation is due to the
higher time required by gSpan to analyze larger graphs. The nega-
tive correlation with the unique edges and nodes counterpoints the
positive correlation with nodes, edges and connected components.
This could be explained by the need of large connected sub-graphs

for supporting the gSpan mining disregarding their identification
as "unique" (see Section 2.1). Finally, the F-score by malware family
is strongly correlated with the performance of the binary classifier
with the latter having even stronger correlations with the above
mentioned graph metrics.

Themerge calls graph-building heuristic (described in Section 2.1)
causes a significant reduction in the number of edges and size of
the connected components. Even if this simplification significantly
reduces the learning time, this is paid with a reduced quality of the
classifier.

The use of disjoint union as trace combination heuristic causes
the presence of an higher number of sub-graphs and thus requires a
higher learning time. On the other hand, the presence of an higher
number of connected components, as observed before, increases
the F-score.

The last of the considered graph-building heuristics, the mini-
mum trace size, does not present any significant correlation with
any of the considered performance or graph metrics (and has been
therefore omitted in the correlation matrix in Figure 3).

For what concerns the symbolic execution heuristics: (i) our
customized set of z3 tactics has a positive correlation with the
F-score (as later exploited in Section 6.2), (ii) the branching loop
threshold allows to collect more unique calls and edges but this is
not reflected on the F-score (that mainly depends on the connected
components as already observed), (iii) the max active paths set to
infinity is positively correlated with the F-score thanks to its ability
to explore the CFG in a BFS order.

We can thus conclude that, considering the graph metrics and their
impact on the F-score, the litmus test for the quality of an SCDG-based
classifier is represented by the presence of connected components. This
could be explained considering how the gSpanmining algorithmworks
and the adopted similarity metric based on the number of common
edges between the extracted signatures and the SCDG of the sample
to classify (see Section 2.2).

6.2 Impact of Graph and Execution Heuristics
In the ANOVA, we first consider the main effect of each heuristic on
the quality of the classifier. For the sake of compactness in Figure 4
we show only three out of the seven studied factors. For the graph
building heuristics, performing the disjoint union of the traces is
generally preferable (see Figure 4a), as well as to not merge the calls
(not shown in the figure). Instead, using a limit to the minimum
trace size to build a graph does not have a direct impact on the
classifier. This happens because when Angr is able to analyze the
malware (see the following Section 6.3), generally it is able to extract
a substantial number of calls. The use of our customized version
of z3 allows the consolidation of the classifier to an F-score above
0.825, whereas the default version has performance highly spread
even reaching a very low F-score of 0.65 (see Figure 4c). Limiting
the max active paths brings to very inconstant performance from
an F-score of 0.65 to 0.94. Finally, branching loop threshold and step
timeout show a similar behavior where, if disabled, the performance
are more constant.

We consider a linear model to study the interaction between
each pair of factors. For the sake of brevity, here we only comment
the significant observations of the corresponding 21 plots. Trace
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(a) Trace combination (b) max active path (c) z3 config

Figure 4: Main effects of the factors over the F-score. Each plot represents the levels for a given factor on the x-axis, and the
F-score on the y-axis.

merge combined with merge calls is too aggressive in simplifying
the graphs bringing to catastrophic effect on the F-score when both
options are used together. This is due to the fact that both reduce
the number of edges and connected components, with substantial
degradation on the most important graph metrics identified in Sec-
tion 6.1. Even if, as already observed, the merge calls heuristic has
generally negative effects on the F-score, the optimized version
of z3 is able to mitigate this. The reason lies in the ability of the
optimized z3 to actually determine the satisfiability of SMT con-
straints instead of returning unknown due to a solver timeout and
thus extracting edges to connect the nodes. The effect of merge
calls and branching loop threshold appears to be clearly dependent.
Exactly the opposite by what is shown by the interaction plot of
merge calls and step timeout. A very interesting dependency is
shown between the z3 solver and the limit on the number of max
active paths. Limiting the active paths is something usually done to
partially reduce the memory consumption (so some performance
degradation are tolerable), and also to make the symbolic execu-
tion a little more Depth-First Search (DFS) instead of BFS. Here,
we observe a significant performance decrease by enabling the
max active paths limit, but our optimized version of z3 is able to
almost completely remove such a negative impact on the F-score
(the degradation is still present but it is of about 0.01 instead of
about 0.09). Other plots provide some hints of dependencies such
as: trace combination with min trace size and with branching loop
threshold, merge calls and min trace size, and z3 with branching
loop and step timeout. This preliminary observations are examined
in depth in the rest of this section.

We finally considered the interactions between each possible
combination of factors. The analysis show several interaction effects
asserted with a significance lower than 0.001. The Pareto plot (not
shown here due to space limitations) helped us to select the ones
having more influence on the F-score. The combination of trace

merge, merge calls, optimized z3, and unlimited max active paths
has shown the most influential positive effect (above 0.3). This is
followed by the negative effect of the combination of trace merge,
merge calls, optimized z3, no branching loop, and unlimited max
active paths. Positive impact with a magnitude of about 0.2 on the
F-score are attributed to the sets of: (i) trace merge, merge calls,
disabled branching loop and unlimited max active paths, (ii) merge
calls and unlimited max active paths. The merge calls heuristic
takes part also to some of the subsequent sets having negative
effects. Exactly the opposite of what happens for the optimized z3
(which has generally a positive impact). The main factors having
the highest magnitude are indeed the previously mentioned two.

We can thus conclude that:

• merge calls is very risky, even if it is part of some of the best
configuration. Similarly for the trace combination heuristic:
disjoint union has more constant performance.

• max active paths, as expected, should be set to unlimited if
there are no other reasons to do otherwise.

• the optimized z3 helps, even if it is not the performance
leader, it supports many of the other configurations that
may be need to enable due to resource constraints (e.g., the
max number of active paths).

• branching loop: shows very seesawing effects according to
the configuration in which it is used. This factor requires
further evaluation with a higher number of levels to better
understand its performance.

• step timeout and min trace size do not have a strong effect
on the F-score.

The results of the factorial experiments show that in our context
tuning the symbolic execution is a very complex problem and that
the sparsity of effect principle (stating that the system is dominated
by the effect of the main factors and low-order-factor interactions)
does not hold.
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6.3 Threats to validity
In this section we discuss about the validity [41] of our study ac-
cording to: construct, internal, external validity and reliability.

Construct validity concerns to the employed technique and if
it is able to actually investigate the properties of interest. In our
case we have performed controlled experiments that allowed us
to tune the environment and measure the metrics of interest. At
this regard, no issue should arise from our experiential study. It
is worth to remark that the presented exploratory study concerns
more on exposing which factors are most likely to influence the
outcome than on setting up a quantitative model.

Internal validity considers casual relations under analysis and if
there could be other factors not considered in the experiments. In
our experimental study we performed a full factorial experiment
design with the aim of get rid of this threat to validity even if we had
some a-priori hypothesis on the most effective heuristics (e.g., the
branching loop threshold and the z3 optimization) from previous
experiments.

External validity deals to the extent our finding can be gener-
alized. This aspects is the most critical one for our experimental
study. About the identified most important heuristics to extract
good SCDGs, we considered a single symbolic execution framework
(i.e., Angr). Even if several other tools provide similar heuristics it
is not possible to take for granted that the same are available in ev-
ery framework e.g., S2E does not provide path selection heuristics,
contrarily to Triton and Angr, but it is possible to write plugins
to add such a functionality. For what concerns the adopted mal-
ware dataset, several issues may potentially affect our results. Our
dataset is composed by 225 executable binaries in PE format and
consisting of 8 malware families. Limits on number of samples
and families of the considered malware do not allow to draw very
general conclusions. In particular, the family classification is very
inconsistent among the antivirus products. The same holds for what
concerns the malware type. In many cases a multi-labeling seems
the most appropriate approach. The presence of packed binaries
is another critical aspect of our analysis approach. The symbolic
execution framework (i.e., Angr) could spend time analyzing the
packer instead of its binary payload therefore extracting very simi-
lar SCDGs. In our case, a post-analysis examination with VirusTotal
allowed us to assess that all and only the samples in the addrop
family were packed with NSIS. Therefore, even if in this case we
most probably limited our exploration to the packer, the rest of
the analysis has not been affected. In a future work, we will con-
sider the implementation of an unpacker module to be used before
starting the actual symbolic execution, similarly to the solution
adopted by PyREBox [49]. Moreover, more general limits affecting
symbolic execution frameworks could limit the applicability of the
considered malware detection approach. In particular, in the case of
Angr, it can evaluate only binaries, therefore malware in the form
of tampered document files (e.g., pdf) or scripts (e.g., JavaScript or
PowerShell) could not be analyzed. Furthermore, Angr provides
models for a few system calls, simulated using custom functions in
Python, lack of models for external libraries or system calls prevent
it to successfully analyze the binary. Same limits are also present
in case of particular input parameters or network resources are
required to start the execution. Finally, if the malicious behavior is

hidden behind system signals or exceptions [57], we are not able to
keep track of it with the current version of Angr.

In this context, reliability concerns the reproducibility of experi-
ments and analysis obtaining the same results. Assuming the use
of a similar set of malware families (and a family classification
consistent with ours, a very critical point indeed), having adopted
the ANOVA test and k-fold validation obtaining evidence with a
low significance level (0.001), our findings should be reasonably
congruent with the ones hypothetically drawn by other researchers.

7 CONCLUSION
Static symbolic execution is a very powerful tool in the struggle
against malware faced by security analysts. During symbolic exe-
cution, complex constrained expressions are built in presence of
conditional jumps. Unfortunately, obfuscation techniques used by
malware exacerbate the already demanding resource consumption
of this analysis approach and thus hamper its use in practice.

In this experimental work, we (i) identified as the main SCDG
qualitymetric the connected components, (ii) explored the impact of
several graph-building and symbolic execution heuristics through
a full factorial experiment design.

In particular, the SMT solver z3 has been optimized building a
benchmark of constrained expression in SMT-LIB v2 format ex-
tracted from the symbolic execution of a dataset constituted by
about 900 malware and cleanware. The evaluation proved that this
is the most influential positive factor also showing an ability in
reducing the impact of heuristics that may need to be enabled due
to resource constraints (e.g., the max number of active paths).

The impact of some of the heuristics broadly implemented in sym-
bolic execution frameworks has been thoroughly evaluated with a
factorial experiment approach. Results suggest that the most impor-
tant factors are the disjoint union (as trace combination heuristic),
and the z3 optimization whereas other heuristics (such as min trace
size and step timeout) have less impact on the quality of the con-
structed SCDGs.

Notably, our experimental campaign allowed us to achieve an F-
score of 0.955 for the malware family classification (and an F-score
of 0.970 for the binary classifier), improving previous literature
results.

Our analysis has been limited to the Angr framework albeit the
features considered during our optimization (i.e., SMT solver and
heuristics) are available in many binary symbolic execution tools
and thus our results should be reasonably applicable to them as
well. To further improve the performance of the SMT solver we are
investigating the use of Genetic Algorithm (GA) approaches, like
the evolutionary algorithm proposed in [28] to combine tactics in
z3 for linear problems.

In our work, the classifier adopts as similarity metric the number
of edges in common between the subgraphs found in the graphs of
the binary under evaluation and the semantic signatures of the mal-
ware. More sophisticated similarity measures such as the euclidean
distance after having represented nodes in a 2-D space according
to their inner and outer degrees [37] could be adopted. As a future
work, we are evaluating a refinement of such a metric consider-
ing ideas from [32] which addresses a similar problem (i.e., how
to calculate the similarity of two graphs possibly having different
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number of edges and nodes) and [15] (considering labeled nodes
and edges).

Analysis with a larger dataset in terms of malware families and
samples are also required to better assess the performance of the
classifier. Another important aspect concerns the ability of such an
approach in classifying the malware also according to their type.
Given a generalized inconsistence among the antivirus products in
classifying malware family and type, a multi-labeling approach is
deemed the most appropriate one.
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